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Semantic Technology to power the multi-lingual job market

*Extract!* and other Textkernel HR products

Jakub Zavrel, CEO, Textkernel, <zavrel@textkernel.com>
**Textkernel:**

- Spinoff from R&D in machine learning and language technology
- Founded 2001, offices in Amsterdam (HQ), Frankfurt, 42 employees; strong R&D focus
- Core technology: understanding unstructured text data.

**Market:**

- Multi-lingual tools (15 languages) to extract CVs and jobs
- Search! + Match! to connect people and jobs
- Jobfeed: largest real time DB for job market analysis
- Customers: UWV, CBS, Adecco, Randstad, Monster, Stepstone, SAP, Unisys, Axa, Philips, etc. (250 direct, 2000+ indirect)
Barriers in Recruitment

Candidate: Why do I have to jump through so many hoops when I apply for a job?

Recruiter: Why is it so hard to search, attract and capture the right candidates?

Organisation: Am I using the full potential of my candidate database and other sources? How can I get more out of my marketing budget?
Textkernel reverses the traditional application process: Extract information from the CV, pre-populate the application form.

- Save up to 90% time in processing CV’s into recruitment systems
- Easy aggregation of searcheable information without the data entry

90-95% correct
Roadmap for next years

• Sell Extract, Jobfeed and Search & Match across Europe
• Continue 30% revenue growth

• Match people to jobs on a large scale based on a deep understanding of skills, experience, preferences, and culture
• Learn from feedback

• Make the European multi-lingual labor market transparent for organizations and job seekers